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                        ABSTRACT
   The differential cross sections for the rcrp->n"n change exchange scattering at six
incident pion momenta from 1969 MeV!c to 2965 MeV/c have been measured in the
angular range between cos e*="- -O.95 and cos e*=L- -YOL95. Tke results aire compared
with those of other experiments and the predictions of tlie partial wave analyses.

I. Intreduetien

   Pion-nucleon ifiteractions are the most ftmdamental interactions to study the
strong interactions and have been studied vigourously so far. Many nN resonances
have been found by experimental studies aiad phase shift analyses during last two
decades. Those informations have made tremendous contribution to develop the
theories for understanding the structure ef elementary particles, such as the quark
models. The baryon resonances are fairly well understood in terms of three quarks,
and the present status of the development of the quark modeis is summarized in
many reportsi).
   According to the recent ffN phase shift analyses of Saclay 742), CMU-LBL 783),
Karlsruhe-Helsinki 78`) and Hendry5), in the low mass region below 18eO MeV, the
phase shifts are fairly well known, and the properties of a number of nN resonances
are well established, These nN resonances are assigned to t}ie multipjets predicted
by the SU(6) Å~O(3) moclel. Tke mass ordering of the SU(6)Å~O(3) multiplets are
Iisted in Table l-t).

Table I-1, Mass ordering of SU(6) Å~O(3) multiplets Åëalcuiated
by assuming the harmonie oscillator forces. (Ref. 1)

N multiplet

i [56,O+]

[70,i-]

i56,2"], l70,O+], [70,2+]. [56,e+]'

[70,3--L I56,1-], [70,1-]t

[56,4+], [56,2+]', [70.e+]', l70.2+lt, I56,O+]"

The N indicates the excitation number of the quanta.
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   The low mass multiplets of [56, e"], [70, 1-] and [56, 2"] are firmly established

and almost ali states have beeR observed. In the higher mass region, high spin
multiplets of [70, 3rm] and [56, 4"], and radial excitation multiplets of [56, O"]' have

been established, but only few states have beeR observed. The 6i7 (2I90), Gig (2200)
and 637 (22i5) resonances are considered to be tke caltdidates of [70, 3-] multiplets.

The Hig (2200) and H3li (2420) resonances are considered to be the candidates of
[56, 4"] multiplets. However, there are another possibility of fiRding high mass low
spin naultiplets of [56, 1-], [70, O"] and [70, 2"]. The S3, (21SO) and D3s (1930)

Table I-2. SU(6)xO(3) Classification ofNucleon Resonances.

{56,O+] pM** p\T** Ptl DXX'" Dg3
Saclay 76 938 l435 (1929) 123I

CMU-LBL76 938 1467 l81e i233 169e

CMU-LBL78 938 1450 l640

K-H 78 938 1410 (1723) !l233
  [56,2+]

Saclay 76
CMU-LBL76
CMU-LBL78
K-II 78

p \x*

1696
1860
1740
1710

**'i,'i'ki Fls

.l 965

  [56,4+] FW
Saclay 76 2049
CMU-LBL76 1965
CMULBL78 (2100)
K-H 78 2005

Hf:ek*

2249
226e

(2250)

2205

  [56,6+] Htii
K-H 78s

Ktt3
2612

  [56,1-]

Saclay 76
CMU-LBL76
CMU-LBL78
K-H 78

S?i
2280

188e

D IB

1920
1830

p x\**
1789
i940
1920
1888

px*
1geo
213e
l960
1868

FXX-""

l869
1885
l920
1905

FX*"
1928
l945
1950
1913

F3s F37

2425

H3g

2217

ff xf\

2392

2416

H3e "311 Ksta Ksis
2990

SXi
2001
2070
2150
1908

Ds3

2070
2010

DS• T*

l894
1925
l930
l901

  [70,1-]

Saclay 76
CMU-LBL76
CMU-ÅíBL78
K-H 78

s f\**

1519
155e
as4e
i526

D fX*"
1525
1520
l525
l519

s T\"*

1673
l624
;640
1670

D fX"
1710
1661
167e
l731

D \X*"
l660
1678
1680
l679

s xf""

1623
1634
1620
l610

D XX*"
1723
i695
i730
168e

  [7e,3-] D,,
Saclay 76
CMU-LBL76
CMU-LBL78
K-H 78

G\lj*

2141

1995
(1990)

2140

D fg
2029
2065
2100
2081

Dfg
2076
2300

2228

G17

2191

2200

G f#*

2133
222e

(22oe)

2268

D 3s

23ee

2305

Gs7

22oe

2215

  I70,5""] Gts
K-H 78

I11t G17 tLS7 Tf'fI

7752
Il13 G3g

2468
I3"

  [70,7-] Iii3
K-K 78

L11s lni It13 L11s Ll17 l313 L 31s

2794

  [70,O+] P,i
CMU-LBL76 1710

,P l3

(lseo)
P#t
l6oe

l7e,2+] P13 F!s P\f* P13 Ffg Fl? P3a F3s
Saclay 76 1729 2025
CMU-LBL76 (1810) (1965)

CMULBL78 (l770) (1710) i970

K-H 78 l723 l882
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resonances are the candidates for [56, 1-] rRultiplets. There are some other candi-
dates for [70, O"] and [70, 2"] multiplets. The SU(6) Å~ O(3) classification ofRucleon
resonances from references 2), 3) and 4) 2s listed iR Table I-2).

   As is well kBown, the pion-nucleon elastic scattering amplitudes are decomposed
lnto the s-chanRel iso-spift amplitudes as the following formuia,

         A(n'p -> n"p) =.r A 312

         A(x-p-->nmp) =113(A312+2Ai12)

         A(n-p.rrOn) =V-273(A3!2-Ai/2),

where Ai12 and A3f2 represcnt iso-spin 112 aBd 312 amplitudes, respectively. The
charge exchange amplitude is expressed by the difference of Ai12 and A312 amplitudes.

   In order to determine rrN amplitudes completely, it is necessary to measure seven
independent quantities because of the nucleon spin.
   Since the pion-proton eiastlc scattering are easy one to study experimentally,
there have been abundant data on the differential cross sections and polarization
parameters of the zÅ}p eiastic scattering. Because ofthe diMculties in detecting neutral

particles, nmp-eFnOn charge exchange scattering data are not so abundant coraparing
with those of the nÅ}p elastic scattering. The early measurements on the differential
cross sections and polarization parameters of the n-p--,nOn scattering in the momentum

region between 2.0 GeVfc aRd 3.0 GeVlc are lj.sted in references 6)-13). So there
still exist some ambiguities for phase shift analysis, because of a lack of the data on

charge exchange scattering and spin rotation parameters R or A. Therefore, it is
very important to study the z--p--+aOn scattering besides the nÅ}p elastic scattering.

   Ik the high inomentum region, the measurements on both the differential cross
sections aRd the polarization paraineters were performed at LBL6),8) and at Ruther-
ford7),9), recently. Tlae differential cross sectiens have been measured up to 2724
MeVlc and the polarization parameters have been measured up to 2267 MeV/c.
These measuremefits were performed coveiring almost all angles with closely spacing
incident momenta and with good precisions.
   One of the objects of this experiment is to extend precise measurements of the
differential cross sections and polarization parameters up to 3000MeVlc and to
provide new data for the partial wave analysis and to make a contribution to establish

those high mass resonances mentioned above.
   The present experimeRt has been performed as the first counter experiment at
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics (KEK) using a pion beam from an
internal target of the 8 GeV proton syficrotron.

   T"his paper reports oBly the results of the measurements of the diflferentiai cross

sections between l969 MeVlc and 2965 MeVfc. The results of the measurements of
the polarizatjon parameters will be presented elsewherei4),i5).

II. Beam

   The negative pions produced at 100 from an internal beryllium target, 1.08 mmth
Å~20fnm, of KEK proton syncrotron, were transported to the experimental area
through a two stage beam transport systein consisting of four bendiRg magnets and
four quadrapole magnets. The beam transport system is shown in Fig. II-1. The
first stage of the beam transport system broughtthe particles to an intermediate focu$
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  Fig. II-l. Layout ofthe beam transport
          system. D and Q denote a
          bending magnet afid a quad-
          rapole magnet, respectively.

with a momentum dispersion of 10/.

The second stage of the beam
hydrogen target.
   Tl;e location of the couiiters
counters Sl and S2 and the

and the downstream hodoscope 2H
counters.
and 5mm for the hodoscopes IH
2H were used to measure the '
having a hole of 18 mra

   The beam size was 17mm
vertical direction at the target point.
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tively. The contamination of muons
small by the use of the gas
covtnter Sl.

    The bean3 spM
per 10i2 circ"lating protons of 8 GeV.
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The systematic uncertainty of th

IIL ExperimentalApparatus
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 Fig. II-2. Arrangement of the beam definining
        cot}nters. Cotmters Sl S2 are tke                        ,        scintillation counters. IK and 2H
        are the scintillatioR hodoscopes.
        Counters VB, VB2 and TV's are
        veto counters. CL is a gas Cke-
        renkov counter of threshold type.

cm, A lead collimator was placed at tl?is
                     Å}O.50/, (FWHM).
 system focused the particles on a liquid

  the beam are shown in Fig.II-2. The
IH were used as beam triggering counters.

    of 5 vertical counters and 4 horizontal
so as to give the spaciai resolution of 7 mm

   respectively. The hodoscopes IH and
  of the incident pions. The counter VB
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                              per
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                             and 2H,
                          trajectorles
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target to define the cross section of the beam.

                           (FWHM)
                                The
                             electrons
                                aRd
                       Cherenkov counter

                were 300 msec loiig wit}3

   The inomentum of the beam was ca}lbrated using the time ot' flight for pions and
                               of the magnets of tlie beam transport system.
                          e beam momentum is estjmated to be O,50/,.

                               se{ up is shown in Fig. III-l. The ffO inesons
produced at the target were detected by the ne detection system placed one side of the

                              the directiogs aiid eiaergies of the two 7-rays
                              emission angles and momenta of the nO mesons

                                by aR array of the plastic scintillators placed
                             formation from the Reutron detectors was mainly
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Sl CL
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                             Ctierenkov                                    counters
                Fig. III-1. Plan view of the experimental set up.

used for the polarization measurements. In the differential cross section measure-
ments, the neutron counters were used only to estimate backgrounds.
   The veto counters surrounding the tiquid hydrogen target were used to reject the
charged particles leaving from the target.

III-1. The liquid hydrogen target

   The liquid hydrogen target consisted of a vacuum chamber, a hydrogen con-
denser cooled down by a Cryodine refrigerator of model 1023 and a liquid hydrogen
container connected to the coiidenser through a rather long horizontal heat pipe.
Fig. III-2 shows the whole system of the target.

,
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'
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Fig. {{{-2.

8'

kLiq.H2contaifier

H2 Gas

Schematic drawing of the liquid hydrogen target system.

   The helittm refrigerator, condenser and heat pipe were installed in a vacuurn
jacket and surrotmded by the radiation shield. The cryovalve was provided to
evacuate liquid hydrogen from the hydrogen container without warrning up the
target. The liquid hydrogen container was a cylinder of 50 mmip, 3e mm high maade
of Mylar sheets. Mylar sheets of 250 pem were used for top and bottom caps of the
liquid hydrogen container and 125 Ltm for a side wall.

   The heat pipe was made of a copper pipe. A mesbed copper pipe was inserted in
thjs pipe for making use of capillary action of liquid hydrogen to realize quick transfer

of liquid hydrogen from the condenser to the liguid hydrogen container.

   The vacuum jacket around the liquid hydrogen container was made of 1.5 mm
aluminum and the Myiar windows of 250 ltm were provided at the beam path. Ma-
terials encountered by the 7-rays emitted from the target were a Mylar sheet of 125 Ltm

and aluminum of 1.5 mm.

I"-2.

   As

Target yete ceunters

is shown in Fig. III-3, the liquid hydrogen target was surrounded with as-
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I:ig. III-3. Target veto coLmteys. Tungsten piates of 3 min placed between cotmters TVPT,
        TVPB and TVN and acted as converters of r-rays.

sembly of anti-cotmters of TVPT, TVPB, TVGI , TVG2, TVN and VB2 detecting all
charged particles leaving the target except these that scattered back toward the di-
rection of the heat pipe.

    Tt}ngsten plates of 3 mm placed between those anti-counters acted as converters
of 7-rays leaving the target for directions otker than toward the array of the nO de-
tecters. The same anti-counters were used for the measurements of the polarization
parameters. More details are described by M. Minowai4).

M-3. xOdetectors

    The ffO detection system consisted of five boxes of the nO detectors. Each box of
the nO detection system consisted of 1.43 X. Iead converter, four layers of multiwire

spark chambers and 5Å~6 or 6Å~6 lead glass Cherenkov counters assembled in a
square. All together, l74 lead glass Cherenkov counters were used in the experiment.
Kg. III-4 shows tlae schematic view of the zO detector. The 7-rays decaying from
zO mesons were converted jnto an electron-positron pair in the lead converter and
trajectories of showers were recorded with the meltiwire spark chambers and then
totally absorbed in the lead glass Cherenkov counters.
    The nO detection system was set up one side of the beam to cover the angles from
40 to 1350 in the laboratory system. The angles betweeR the two 7-rays decaying from

ne mesons become smaller as the momentum of nO mesons increase. Therefore, the
distance of each box was chosen to detect the two 7-rays from nO mesons with at least
every other lead glass ceunters. The set up parameters of the nO detectors are listed

in Table lll-1. ' ' ' ' ' '
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PhotomultipNer

   R329P

sperk       -chambers Gecm

Flg. III". Construction of the Ti e detector. ffach box of the rcO detection system

consisted of a lead converter of 1.43Xo, four iayers of multiwire spark

chambers with which trajectories of showers were recorded, and 5Å~6
or 6 Å~ 6 }ead glass Cherenkov counters assemb}ed in a square in which
showers were totally absorbed.

Tablelll-l. Set t}p parameters of the boxes of the lead glass Cherenkov counters.

Box number Construction Distancefrom
the couRter the target

Angle of the
center of the
counter Box

Angular range covered by
   the counter block
    (Lab. frafne)

Box #1
Box #2
Box #3
Box #4
Bex #5

6Å~5
6Å~6
6Å~6
6Å~6
6Å~6

227,4 cm
l54.1 cm
125.9 cm
 99.0 cm
 78.2 cm

 9.e deg
27.0 deg

51.0 deg
8e.6 deg

l17.I deg

 428- 13.72 deg
 18.69- 35.30 deg
40.83- 61.09 deg

 67.75- 93.35 deg
101.05-l33.l5 deg

    a) Multiwire spark chambers
    Each chamber had tlae same effective area of 50Å~50 cm2. The frames of the
chambers were made of epoxy glass(G-IO) of IOmm thick. A scheiRatic view of the
chamber is shown in Fig. III-5. Wire planes were made of 100 ptm copper wires
having spacing of 1 mm with the tension ef 100 gw. The windows of the chambers
were made of Mylar sheets and Acler sheets of 75 Ltm and 25 pm, respectively. The
rnagnetostrictive readout systemi6) was used and was able to readout up to seven
tracks.

    In order to minimize the dead space of the zO detectors, the width of the chamber
frames were designed as narrow as possible. The magnetostrictive Iines were em-
bodied into the cltamber frames so as to place other chambers closely.
    Wires of two planes having a gap of 10 mm were arranged in paralleli7) so as to
obtain the maximum eMcieBcy for the multitrack events caused by electro-magnetic
showers initiated by 7-rays. Four chambers were set in front of each box of the lead

glass Cherenkov counters, and could read four coordinates, X, Y, U and V. The
U and V coordinates were inclined Å}150 with respect to the Y coordinate.
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      Fig. III-5. Schematic view of a multiwire spark chamber. Each ckamber had the
               same effective area of 50 Å~50 cme. The frames of the chambers were
               made of epoxy glass of 10 mm thick,

   The high voltage pulses were applied to the chamber from a charge line of 219
through Thyratron (CX 1154 or CX ll57). The recovery tinte of the pulsing system
was about 3emsec. The pulse width and pulse height were 200nsec and 6KV,
respectively. A mixture of helium and neon was fiowed to each chamber with a
speed of 80 cclmin. The electronic block diagram of the multiwire spark chamber
system is shown in Fig. II'I-6. Trigger pulses were first sent to the Krytrons which
generated high voltage trigger pulses for the Thyratron. Tlte chambers were fired
30e nsec after the master triggers.

   The eMciency for multitrack events was measured using a rnultitrack generatori8).
The system generated up to three tracks by eiectrons from a 90Sr sot}rce. An eMciency
of 950/. for three tracks events was achieved.

    The electro-magnetic showers developed in the lead converters of 8 mm and the
multiple Coulomb scattering results the spacial spread of the electron tracks in the

multiwire spark chambers. Therefore, the acct}racy in determining conversion
points of 7-rays with the nO detection system was measured as a function of thickness
of lead converters by using electron beams at Institute for Nuclear Study, 1.3 GeV
electron syncrotron. The spacial resolution of multiwire spark chambers for 7-rays
was abotit Å} .13 mm on an average and was in good agreement with the Monte Carlo
calculations by D. F. Crawford and H. Messeli9),
    Finally, the eraciency of multiwire spark chambers including the 7-conversion
eMciency amounted to 600/. on an average.

    b) Lead glass Cherenkov eounters
    A unit of lead glass Cherenkov counter was made of SF-6N lead glass20), having
a cross section of 7.5Å~7.5 c!n2 and a length of 23.5 cm (13.9 XO). The density and
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.Fig. III-6. Block diagram of the pulsing system of the multiwire spark chamber

system.
 A wire chamber controller module generated a interrupt slgnal
to PDPII/45 compgter, a inhibit puise to interval scaler modules
and.a start signai to a clock generator module. A c}ock generator
module generated 50 Mhz serial pulses to interval scaler modules.
A interval scaler modules stored the number of clocks correspending
to a interval of the front fiducial signal and a spark sigRal.

radiation Iength of SF-6N lead glass are 5.20 glcm3 afid 1.69 cm, respectively. Each

unit of a iead glass was viewed by the photornultiplier of R329P manufactured by

HAMAMATSU TV-Co. Ltd.
    The gaifi and the energy resolution of each lead glass counter were measured from

5ee MeV to 250e MeV by using the electrons coRtained in the pion beam. For this
calibrations the internal target of beryllium was replaced by a tungsten target to
increase the electrons in the pion beam. The calibrations were executed at the be-
ginning of the machine time after the loRg shut dovvn. The yariation of gains within
a short period was moRitored by means of a light emission diode embodied into each

couRter.
   The energy resolution was expressed as AEfE =ctVE(MeV) and the value for ct
was 5.42 oR an average. The typical energy scale aiad energy resolution were shown
ilt Fig. III-7-a) and b). The efiergy losses of electrons in lead converters of 8 mm

and 10 mm thick were measured at 500 MeV, 1000 MeV and 1500 MeV.
   The pulse height dependence on the position and direction of electrons for single
lead glass Cherenkov counter was measured. At the same time the energies deposited
in the adjaceRt counters were also measured. These dependences were taken into
account to the analysis of events.

   The biases of each lead glass Cherenkov counter were set at 200 MeV for the
forward two boxes and leO MeV for others.
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M-4. Neutroncounters

    The neutron detection system consisted of five boxes of 118 neutron counters
made of plastic scintillators. Each box was assembled in square with 5Å~3 or 5Å~4
or 5 Å~ 5 counters. The dimensioft of plastic scintlllator was le cm wide, IO cm higli

and 30crn Iong. The anti-counters were placed in front of each box of neutron
counters.
    The details of constructioRs and performances are described elsewherei4).

llI-5. Electrenies

    A block diagram of electronics is shown in Fig. III-8.
gefierated when the following conditions were satisfied.

Master signals were
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Å}e ;ct};- h
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Fig. III-8. Block diagram of the fast electronics.
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   1) piofi beam passed threugh the beam trigger counters,
   2) pion beam did not bunch,
   3) no charged particle was emitted from the target,
   4) no extra 7-ray was emitted,
   5) more than two lead glasses were fired.
The master signals performed a variety of functions,
   1) to fire the wire spark chambers,
   2) to open the gates for CAMAC modules,
   3) to generate aR inhibit signal of 3e msec long and

   4) to generate the interrupt signal to the PDPIV45 computer.
The details of the electronics is described elsewherei4).

III-6. 0n-line

   The magnetostrictiye readout system for the multiwire spark chambers was used
to read the position of y-showers created in the lead converter. In order to provide
the data storage time of the interval scalers of the readout system, the interrupt signals

for the PDPII/45 cornputer were generated by the wire spark chamber controller
500 sisec after a master trigger.

   The PDPII145 computer stored the following information; pulse heights of the
lead glass Cherenkov counters, the addresses of the neutron hodoscopes and the
beam hodoscopes and locations of 7-showers in the multiwire spark chambers and
counting numbers in many blind scalers.
   Each event required tlie memories of 864 bytes. These data were stored within
about 6msec. The event rate was about 6 for target full runs and 2 for empty on an
average for each beam spill time. The inhibit time was chosen to be 30 msec taking
into accountthe recovery time of the power supply of the Thyratron.
   The data stored in the core memories in the PDPII/45 computer were trans-
cribed to 9-track magnetic tapes at the end of the beam spill. At the same time the
data were also transmitted to the central cornputer HITAC 8800 through KEKNET2i).
   The hardware co"figulation concerniRg with the on-line system are shown in
Fig. III-9. The PDPI.1145 computer displayed features of the raw data on the

PDPIV45 BDO"
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HlTAC
8800
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is' 4enO ss
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CharnbWRITER

DT Hard
Coov CA-4100

Fig. III-9. Kardware configuration of the on-line system. CAMAC system was used
for the data taking system. Five crates were connected to PDPI1145 com-
puter through the branch driver of BDOI1. PDPI1/45 computer was also
linked to the central computer HITAC 880e through the CAMAC system.
The results processed by the central computer KITAC 88eO were returned
to the video terminal in the cotmting room.
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storage scope TEKTRONIX 4010, such as the histogram of the number of event of
the lead glass Cherenkov counters, two dimensional display of the 7-showers on the
multiwire spark chambers etc.
    In the central computer HITAC 88eO the data were analyzed and reconstructed
kinematically. The program for the central coin.puter HITAC 8800 coRsisted of the
two task. One received the data and analyzed them, and the other received the corn-
mand and send back the results to a yideo terminal in the counting room. The kine-
matical qtiantities such as the effective mass and the opeuing angle of two 7-rays from

nO meson and tke momentuna of nO meson were calculated for each event. Histograms
of these quantities were accL}mulated. The efllciei3cy of the multiwire spark chamber

was also calculated. Some cuts were applied to these histograms and total amount
of the candidates fof charge exchange scattering event were estimated. The results
of these calculatioRs were sent back the video termiRai in the counting room at the
end of eack run and at any time by typing the commaRd to the PDPi1145 compgter.

gll-7. Data eelleetion

    The measurements on the diflferential cross sections were executed at July, 1977

and at November, 1977 and consumed about 320 hours. The beam intensity of the
proton synchrotron varied from 5Å~10ii to 1Å~10i2 protons per pulse during the
;neasurements.
    The differential cross sectioRs have been measured at six incident pion momenta
from 1969 MeVlc to 2965 MeVlc, in the angular range between cose*mm -O.95 and
cos e* == +O.95.

    The measurement with the Iiquid hydrogefi target and the empty target had
been repeated for every 10 hours. About 30 to 400/. of the machine time was spent
for the measurement with the empty target.
    Because of the Iarge ferward differential cross section, enough numbers of events
for forward angles were collectee within a short period when all five boxes of the zO
detection system were fired. The triggering rate of the zO detection system were more
than 5 eveiSs for sing}e beam spM, aRd the total duration of the dead time due to the
read out time and the recovery time of the high voltage pulsing circuits of the spark

chamber, exceeded more than 509/. of tke beam spill time. Therefore, about 50 to
700/. of tke data collection time was consumed without the most forward box of the
lead glass Chei'enkov counters at each momentum except l969 MeVlc.
    The total amouRt of 5tv6Å~109 nr's were L}sed for the measurements with the
target filled witk liquid hydrogen and 3N4Å~ 109 ff-'s with the empty target at each
momentum. Total events amounted to from 120 Å~ I03 to 200 Å~ 103 and from 50 Å~ 103
to 70Å~103 with the target full and empty, respectively. The numbers of events
collected by this measuremenÅí are listed in Table IV-1.

IV. Data Reduetion and Amalysis

    The general procedure of the data anhlYsis was as follows;

    1) selection of the two 7-rays events,
   2) reduction of the energies and directions of the two 7-rays,
    3) selection of the effective mass of two 7-rays and the reconstruction of the zO

       momentum,
   4) evefit selection with respect to the kinematical qtiantities,
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   5) background subtraction,
   6) Monte Carlo simulation of tke acceptance of the zO detection system and
   7) reduction of the differential cross sections.

IV-1. Eyents ef the twe r-rays

   The events caused by two 7-rays were selected at the first step of the data analysis.

According to the triggering conditions described in Chapter III-5, more than two
lead glass Cherenkov counters were required to be fired. About 70P/. of eyents were
triggered by adjacent two lead glass Cherenkov counters. However, the nO detectors
were carefully set up, so that even at the forward angles, two 7-rays from rrO mesons
must hit at ieast every other or raore separated two lead glass counters. Therefore,

the events triggered by adjacent two lead glass Cherenkov counters were caused by
a single 7-ray. The events which fired at Ieast every other or more separated two
lead glass Cherenkov counters were selected as the two y-rays events. However,
among these two 7-rays events, about IO"/. of 7-rays were detected with two or more
adjacent lead glass counters. These events were also selected as the two 7-rays
events.

   Finally the two 7-rays events amounted from 200/. to 300/. of the all trigger events.

The three 7-rays events were less thaR l.O/. of the two 7-rays eveRts. The Rumbers of
the trigger events and the two 7-rays events are listed in Table IV-1 together with the

total number of incident n- mesons,

Table IV-1. Total amount of the beam and trlgger events.

Momentum 1969 MeV!c 2172 MeV/c 2370 MeVlc

F: target full
E: target empty F E F E F E

Beam ( Å~ lOG)

Trigger

Two gamma rays
Mass cut
P#rgi cut

 5445
190458
369e5
30979
23456

2968
51477
8924
7334
4883

 5403
ll8806
28616
23928
16639

2699
47205
 6438
 5124
3020

 5744
l23291
31284
26141
17083

 3006
49864
 7540
 5896
3244

Momentum 2569 MeVlc 2767 MeVlc 2965 MeVlc

F: target full
E: target empty F E F E F E

Beatn ( Å~ l06)

Trigger

Two gamma i'ays
Mass cut
P;.ge cut

 6093
157455
34706
28632

 l8233

41e3
73104
I0586
 8249
4413

 5771
.l 22557

33512
27780
16708

3264
52263
8168
6414
3201

 5994
149890
32038
26465
15593

3818
55808
10361
8e47
4147

The events nttmber after the selections are also listed.

rv-2. ' Reduction of the energies and direetiolls ef the r-rays

   The energies of 7-rays were evaluated fro;n the pttlse height of lead glass
Cherenkov counters. According to the results of the energy calibration measurq-
ments described in Chapter III-3-b), tlie most of the energy of 7-rays is deposited iR
a single lead glass Cherenkov counter and a few percent of the energy is deposited in
neighbouring counters. Therefore, the energies deposited in neighbouriltg counters
were added together to evaluate the energy of 7-rays. The energy loss in the lead
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converter placed in front of the lead glass ChereRkov counter was estimated from the
measured energy loss of electrons and the results of the Monte Carlo calculation of
the electron and photon initiated electro-magnetic sltowers in lead by D. F. Crawford
and I{. Messeli9). Since the eMciency of finding the tracks of 'y-showers in the wire
spark chambers was about 6eO/. for a single 7-ray, the tracks of the 7-shovv'ers associated

with both two 7-rays from nO mesons were recorded only at a rate of 30 to 400/, of the
two y-rays events. For these events the direction of 7-rays were determined precisely

with the spacial resolution of Å}13 mm in the wire spark chambers. However, for
the rest of events only one of 7-rays or iione of 7-rays was recorded in the wire spark

chamber. The 7-rays whose shower tracks were not recorded in tlae wire spark cham-
bers were assumed to hit the cenSer of the lead glass ChereRkov counter. In the case
of adjacent two or more lead glasses were fired, the mean of the centers of these lead
glass counters weighted by their pulse height was adopted as the hit position of the

7-ray. The direction of the 7-rays were evaluated for each 7-rays by assuming the
7-rays were produced at the center of the liquid hydrogen target. The effective mass
of the two v-rays, pt, was calculated by the following relation;

          "2 = 2k, Jc2(1 - cOS ip) ,

where ki and k2 are the energies of two 7-rays and ip is their correlation angle.

    The distribution of the effective mass for all events after tbe subtractiGn of tlae

backgrounds measured with the empty target runs is shown in Fig. IV-1-a) for the
2370 MeVfc runs. The FWHM (full width at halfmaximum) ofthe mass distribution
is about 4e MeVfc2. Fig. IV-1-b) shows the mass distr,ibution for the events in which

shower tracks of both 7-rays were recorded in the wire spark chambers. The FWHM
of the mass distribution for these events are clearly narrower than that fof all events

and amounts to be abotit 35 MeVlc2.

2370MEYk

g

g

k

s

g

. vr--

Fig. IV-1-a).

Fig. IV-l-b).

     o Ioo 2Ge o loo 2eo        MeVle2 MeVlc2        (a) (b)
Distribution of the effective rnass of two r-rays for all eveRts collected at 2370

MeVlc. The target empty events were subtracted.
Distribution of the effective mass for the events in which shower tracks of both

r-rays were recorded in the wire spark chambers.

IV-3. Reeenstruction of the rcO momentum

    In the present experiment, the energies of 7-rays from rrO mesons (ki and k2) were

measured with the lead glass Cherenkov counter having the energy resolution de-
scribed in Chapter IH-3-b). The energy resolutions of the lead giass Cherenkov
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counters were rather poor and amotmted to be 170/, on an average at 1GeV. On
the other hand, the correlation angles of the two 7-rays were measured with a fairly
good precision, but still there are some uncertainties. Therefore, the energies and
correlated angles of two 7-rays from nO mesons, kl, lcs and ip' which give the miBimum
valt}e for the followii3g quantity z2, were evaluated for each events,

          z2 .. (ki kk5)2 + (k2 7ik"2)2 + (A -..,A")2

with iti ==pt212(1 -cos 4)) where Lt denotes the mass of ncO mesons. Tke quantities ffi

and a2 are the energy resolution of the lead glass Ckerenkov couRters, respectively.
The quantities aA is a constant related to the spacial resolution of the 7-shower tracks

recorded in the wire spark chambers or the lead glass Cherenkov counter. ici, k2
and ip are the measured values fer the energies and correlatioR aRgles of two 7-rays

from nO mesons. IR this calculation the following kinematical constraint was re-
quired for Ic',, lc; and ipr,

          kl'kS =: iffl wwptco2s ip r) '

By using thus obtained Icl, JcS and d)", the moment}im of nO mesons were evaluated for
each events.

   Fig. IV-2-a) shows tlae momentum distribution of tlie zO mesons in the center
of mass system for the 2370 MeV/c runs. The resolution for the momentum was
found to be Å}80/, on an average for all events. For the events in which both 7-
showers were recorded with multiwire spark chambers the resolution was found to
be Å}5%. on an average and is shown in Fig. IV-2-b). Low momentum events in the
momentum distributioR were mostly due to the inelastic reactions such as the n-p-->
rrOnOn reaction in this measurement.

   The events having the effective mass from 75 MeV!c2 to 195 MeV/c2 were se-
lected. The events due to the n-p-qn reaction were completely reraoved by this
selection. About 140/, of the two 7-rays events were rejected on an average.

2370 M eVlc

N..H

m r v w
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re

ge
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ge

g

                                 o            O 8{}O 1600 O 8oo t6oo                   MeV/c MeVlc
                   (a) (b)
Fig. IV-2-a). Momentum distribution of the rrO mesons in the center of mass systera for all

          events at 2370 MeVlc. The events with the target empty were subtracted.
Fig. IV-2-b). Momentum distribution of the rrO mesons in the center of mass system at 2370
          MeVfc for the events in whick both r-showers were recorded with wire spark
          chambers.
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   At the second step, the events having the center of mass momentum fi'om
e.76xp:gm to l.21xp2gm were selected on ag average. lrhe quantity p:gM is the
nominal rnomentum of nO mesons ifi the center of mass system. This selection
reduced the background due to the inelastic process. The numbers of tke selected
events are alse Iisted in Table IV-2.

Table IV-2. The numbers of the selected events.

Momentum 1969 MeV/c 2965 MeVlc

Beam 5445 (xl06) 5993 (xlOe)

Trigger 96274 67727

Two gamma rays
Mass cut
P:gi cut

20633 (21 O/.)

l7586 (18 e/.)

14554 (l5 O/,)

16559 (240/.)

14395 (21 O/.)

9402 (l4 e/.)

             The backgrounds measured with the empty target was
             subtracted. A percentage indicates the ratio to the trigger evefits.

   The distributions of the correlation angle of two 7-rays before and after of those

selections were plotted in Fig. IV-3-a)-b) and show that the events having large
correlation angles were redt}ced by the mass and momentum seiections.

                                               2370MctX/e
fi
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                  (a) (b)
    Fig. IV-3-a). Distribution of the correlation angle oÅí two r-rays before the selectiens.

    Hg. IV-3-b). Distribution of the correlation angle of two r-rays for the selected eyents.

IV-4. Backgreundsubtraction

    a) Bael<groundfroni, tnateriaiother than hydrogen in the tai'get
   The reaction point could not be determined ift the present measurement. The
background events from materjals other than hydrogen in She target must be sub-
tracted experimentally, The events measured with,.the. .target epapty were sttbtracted
after applying the same selectiok of events. The background due to this origin
amounted from 33 to 380/. depending oii the beam iaiomentum. The nuniber of the
selected events with the target empty are also listed in Tabie IV-1.
   Fig. IV-4 shows the momentum distribution of nO mesons for the target empty
runs together with that for the target fiIled with hydrogen at 2370 MeVfc. The
sharp peak corresponding to the charge exchange scattering is not seen in the mo-
mentum distribution for the target empty.
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Fig. IV--4.

loeo

500

            o                    eoo 16oo                      MeV/c
Momentum distributions of r.e mesons for the target filled with hydrogen
together with that for the target empty runs at 2370 MeVlc, The events
for the target empty rtins are indicated by inclined lines aRd are normalized
to {he target filled events according to the numbers of the incident particles.

    b) Backgroundfrom tke ineiastic processes
   The events due to the nmp-->qn reaÅëtioR was clearly separated in
of the effective mass of the two 7-rays, and rejected by the effective
The effective mass distribution at 237e MeVlc is shown in Fig. IV-5
The rp events were about leO/, of the nO events at this moinentuin.

the distribution

mass selection.

as an example.

Fig. IV-5.

Fig. IV-6.
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Eft'ective mass distribution of two r-rays up to the higti mass region at 2965 MeV/c.

A v peak can be seen around 550 MeV/ce.
M[omentum distribution of r, O mesoRs in the center of inass system for neutron coin-
cidence event. Tke opeR circles indicate the results of the Mente Carlo simulation.

    Ameng the inelastic processes, the rr-p-nezOn reaction was the main source of
the background on the present measu'remei3t. The nO mesons emitted from this
reaction possesses lower momentum than tlie nO mesons from the charge exchange
scattering. Therefore, a large portion of events due to the inelastic process were
rejected by the selection with the center of mass momentum.
   These inelastic nO mesons possess the highest mornentum when it is caused through
the n-p--,rrOA channel. This momentum are about 150/, less than the nominal rao-
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naeRtum for the charge exchange scattering. However, stM some portion of the
background due to this origin was expect to remain in the selected events after the
selection with the center of mass momentum. For about 2e?/. of the selected events,
the recoiled neutron was detected by satisfying the }dnematics of the charge exchange
scattering. As is seen in Fig. IV-6, the distribution of the center of mass momentuin
of these neutron coincidence events shows no tfails in the low momentum side and
coincides with tlte Monte Carlo results whiclt,do not inciude the inelastic process.
Therefore, the bacl ground due to the inelastic process was estimated with the foliow-
ing procedure.
    At first after tlie subtractioR of the target empty events was made, the angular
region was divided into nine. ki each angular region tlke momentum distribution of
the selected events was comDared with the Monte Carlo distribution. The back-
ground mainly contained at - the lower side of the peak was evaluated. Thus the
angular dependence of tlae background was evaluated.
    On the other hand, the momentum distribution of all selected events was com-
pared with the momentum distribution of the neutron coincidence events. The total
number of background was obtained with this comparison. A sum of backgrounds
evalt}ated at each angular region was normalized to this total number of backgrozmd.

An angular distribution of the inelastic background thus obtained are shown in
Fig. IV-7.

    Irhese aRgular distributions were approximated witk polynomial functions of
3rd and 2nd order with respect to the beam momenta and cose, respectively. The
background of this origin amou.nked to about 7 te 120/, depending on the beam mo-

mentum.
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Fig. IV-7. Anguiar distrib"tion oftheinelastic background at 2370 MeV!c and 2569 MeVfc.
        The curves indicate the ikted polynofrsial functions of 3rd and 2Rd order with
        respect to the beam momenta and cos e, respectively.

IV-S. MenteCarlesimulation

    The Monte Carlo simulation were performed to evaiuate the detection eMciency
and angular resolution of the present measurement.
   At the first step, the events were generated assttming the uniform angular dis-
tribution for nO mesons. Then the detection eMciencies of the detectors were calcu-
lated. The energy resolutions of the lead glass Cherenkov counters, the conversion
eMciency of the lead converter and the ethciency of the wire spark chamber and so
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on, were folded into the calculation. Tke events selections were performed as same
as the data reduction procedure for the measured events. Usin.e the detection
eMciency thus calculated, the preliminary values of the differential cross sectioits

were evaluated. Then tlae second stage Monte Carlo simulations were performed by
using the angular distribution of ne mesons thus obtained. The detection eMciencies
calculated with these Monte Carlo simulations for the 2370 MeVfc run are shown in
Fig. IV-8. The results of the first and second simulation were well coincided within
the accuracy of the calculation. The results of the second Monte Carlo simulation
were used te evaluate the differential cross sections and the background, and were
also used to test the features of the various distributien of kinematical quantities as

was described in the previous chapter.
   The detection eMciencies certainly possess peaks and dips corresponding to gaps
between the five boxes of the xO detectors.

   The angt}lar resolutions of the detection system were also evaluated with the
Monte Carlo simulation and are shown in Fig. IV-9. As is seen in the figure, the
angular resolution ts cose.*. were smaller than O.e5. T.he angular bin width of the
differential cross sections was chosen to be O.e5.
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Detection eMciency calculated by the Monte Carlo simulation at 2370 MeV/c. The
open circles indicate the results of the first Monte Cario simulation with the assumption

ofthe unlform angular distribution for rr" mesons. A histogram indicates the results
of the second Monte Carlo sirnulation by using the angular distributloR of ne mesons
whick obtained from the first Monte Carlo simulatiofi.
Anguiar resolutiens of the detection systern at 237e MeV/c evaluated wltk the Monte
Carlo simulatlons. The solid and dashed curves indicate the angLilar resolutions for
all events and events in whicl} tracks of r-showers were recorded in the wire spark
chambers, respectively.

IV-6. Rednction of the differential cross seetion

   The differential cross sections were calculated by the followiRg formula,

           dg Y
           d9 Nb•n,•l,•zicose•2z•il.'

with
        Y yields,
        n,; density of target protons,

       Nb; numberofincidentpions,
        l,; effective length of the target,
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       s.,; detection eMciency calculated by the Monte Carlo simulation,
    ri cos e' bln widtk.
         ,
    Since the Iiqt}id hydrogei3 container of the target was a cylindrical shape, the
effective length of the target was evaluated taking into account the spread of the
incident beam. The intensity distribution of the incldent pions across the beam at
the target position were estimated by using the information from the hodoscope 2H
placed in front of the liquid hydrogeR target. Theia the effective Iength of the target
was calculated with the horizontal ciistribution of the iRcjdent beam thus obtained.

   The beam divergence was estimated by using the iRformation from the hodoscopes
IH and 2H and amounted to 15mrad on an average. The correction to the target
length due to the beam divergence was estjmated to be less than O.10/, and was neg-
lected.

IV-7. Correction te tke nermarizatien

    a) 7-ray conversion in liguid h}'drogen and the st{rrottnding materials
    A smali portion of 7-rays from rrO mesons weye converted by the materials sur--
rounding the liquid hydrogen target, before they transversed anti-counters. These
events were rejected by the anti-counters. The materials responsible to this conversion

of 7-rays were hydrogen, a Maylar container, aR aiuminum target jacket of l.5 mna
thick and tlie plastic scintillator of anti-counters. The total correctien dtie to this

origin was approximately 4.70/, for two 7-events.

    b) Aecidentai coi.nci,dence ancl anti-coincidence

    Tke rate of accidental coincidence between the beam count'ers Sl, IHX, IHY
and S2 was negligibly small. The rate of accideRtal coincidence between the beain
and thg leaq giqss Cberenkov .c. ounters was also negligibly small beQa.u. se of low count-
ing raies oi the Iead glass Cheregk6v counters. Tlae accidental rate between the beam

counters aRd aiXi-counters surrottnding the hydrogen target ranged from O.60/. to
1.80/, depending oR the beana 2ntensity.

    c) Electrons and muons contamination in the beam
   The electrons and tke muoRs in the beam were almost removed by use of the
gas Cherenkov counÅíer of threshold type. The electrons and muons contamination
dtte to the ineMcleRcy of the gas Ckerenkov cotinter was fottnd to be less than O.10/..

   The muon contamin,ation d{re to n--}st""'V decay at the down stream of the gas
Cherenkov counter was calculated to be O.8C% of the pion beam on an average.

    d) Branch i, ng ratio fbr n" -" 27

   The branching ratio of 98.80/. for the ftO.2y clecay was takeii into account for the

correctlon.

    e) Liquid hydrogen target
   The liquid hydrogeii target had been kept at a constant temperature during the
measurement. However, bubbles were observed in liquid hydrogen. The density
of bubbles were measured by taking photographs of the liquid hydrogeR container.
The correction due to this origift was foend to be O.4e/,.
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V. Results and Cenclusien

   Tlie results on the diflferential cross sections for charge exchange scattering are
listed in Table V-1-a)-f). The errors presented in this table include only the statistical

errors of the data, and those of the Monte Carlo simulations. The statisticai errors
of the Monte Carlo simulations were typicaily less than one third of the data. This
ratio was kept almost the same at every data points, because the tv{onte Carlo simu-
lations were performed with the Rumber of generated events which were proportional

Table V-i-a). ExperimeRtal results of the
         differential cross sections.

  Differential Cross Sections for tlie
 rr-"p->xen Cl3arge Exchange ScatteriRg

Table V-1-b). Experimental results of the
         differential cross sectjons.

  Differential Cross Sections for the
 n""p->zOn Charge Exchange Scattering

IncidentPionMomentum 1969MeVfc Incident Pion MomeBtum 2172 MeVlc

(cos 0) (mb/sr) (cos 0) (mblsr)

-e.825,lrO.025
-O.775Å}O.025
-O.725Å}O.025
-O.675Å}O.025
-O.625Å}OD25
-O.575Å}O.025
-O.525ffhC.025

-e.475Å}O.025
-e.42sÅ}o.o2s
-O.375Å}O.025
-O.325thO.025
-O.275Å}O.025
-e.225Å}O.025
-e.175Å}O.025
-O.l25 t:O.025
-O.075Å}O.025
-o.o2sÅ}e.o2s
 o,o2sÅ}o.e2s
 e.o7sÅ}o.e2s
 e.l2SALOD25
 e.175Å}O.025
 O.225Å}O.025
 O.275Å}O.025
 O.325thO.025
 O.375Å}O.025
 e.42sÅ}e.e2s
 O.475Å}O.025
 O.525thO.025
 O.575Å}O.025
 O.625thO.025
 O.675Å}O.025
 e.725Å}e,e25
 e.775Å}e.e25
 O.825Å}O.025
 O.875Å}O.025
 O.925Å}O.025

o.o22tho.eos
O.026Å}O.O04
o.e3sÅ}o.oo6
O.045Å}O.O09
o.e34Å}o.oo7
O.058drO.O08
e.o36Å}o.oo6
o.o3gtho.eo7
o.os4Å}o.oes
O.038thO.O06
O.056Å}O.O06
o.esotho.oos
e.o44tho,oo7
O.056Å}O.O06
O.078Å}O.O06
O.088thO.O06
O.102Å}O.O07
O.098+O.O07
o.osgÅ}e.oo7
e.o74+o.oos
O.107thO.oo8
o.eglÅ}o.oo7
O.090Å}O.O07
o.es7tho.oo7
o.os3Å}o.eos
e.o37Å}o.eo4
o.o3oÅ}o.eo3
O.024Å}O.O03
o.elgÅ}o.oo3
OD19Å}O.O03
O.032Å}O.O04
O.049Å}O,O07
e.oglÅ}e.elo
e.126Å}o.olo
O.183,l,O.Ol2

O.311Å}O.OiO

-O,825Å}O.025
-e.775Å}e.025
-O.725thO.025
-e.675Å}O.025
-O.625Å}O.02S
-O.575Å}O.025
-O.525Å}O.025
-O.475th. OD25
-O.425Å}O.025
-O.375thO.025
-O.325Å}O.025
-O.275Å}O.02S
-0225Å}eD25
-O.l75 hO,025
-O.l25ti,O.025
-O.075thO.025
-o.o2sÅ}e.o2s
 O.025Å}O.025
 O.075Å}O.02S
 O.l25Å}O.025
 O.175Å}O.025
 O.225Å}e.e25
 O.275thO.025
 O.325Å}O.025
 e.375thO.025
 e.425k,O.e25
 O.475thOD25
 O.525Å}O.025
 O.575Å}O.025
 O.625Å}O.025
 O.675Å}O.025
 O.725frO.025
 O.775Å}e.025
 O.825the.025
 e.875Å}O.025
 O.925Å}O.025

e,o2gÅ}e.oo6
OD19titO.O05
O.028Å}O.O05
O.027Å}O.O07
e.o3oÅ}o.oo6
O.030,l,O.oo5

o.o2gÅ}o.eos
e.o32,t,e.oe6

o.o36Å}o.eos
e.oagÅ}e.eo6
o.o37Å}o.eo6
O.036,lrO.O06

o.o3oÅ}o.eos
O.035Å}O,O04
o.o46Å}o.oes
O.058Å}O.O05
O.068rk,O.O06

O.042Å}O.O05
e.e6gthe.oo7
o.o7sÅ}e.oos
O.084Å}O.O07
O.084Å}O.O07
o.o73Å}o.ees
O.076Å}O.O06
o.ossÅ}e.oos
o.osl -.i-o.oo4

o.e4sÅ}o.eo3
o.o4etho.oo3
o.o3sti,e.oo3

o.e2sÅ}e,oo3
O.032Å}O.oo3
O.027Å}O.O06
o.o64Å}o.ell
O.095Å}O.O13
O.144Å}OD15
O.245Å}O.O12

Errors include only the statistica} ones. Errors inclBde only the statistical ones.
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Table V-1-c). Experiinental resu}ts ofthe
         differential cross sections.

  Differential Cross Sections for the
 rr"p->r,On Charge Exchange Scattering

Table V-l-d). Experimental results of the
         differential cross section.

  Differential Cross Sections for the
 r,-p-->rren Charge Exchange Scattering

IncideRtPionMomentum 2370MeVlc IncidentPionMomentum 2569MeV/c
(cos 0) (mb/sr) (cos e) (mb!sr)

-e.825Å}O.025
-O.775thO.025
-e.725Å}O.025
-O.675Å}O.025
-O.625Å}O.e25
-e,575drO.025
-O.525Å}O.025
-O.475thO.e25
-O.425Å}e.025

-- O.375Å}OD25
-O.325tl,O.025
-O.275Å}e.025
-O.225Å}O.025
-O.175Å}O.025
-O.125Å}O.025
-O.075thO.025
-o.e2sÅ}o.o2s
 o.o2sthe.e2s
 O.075Å}O.025
 O.l25the.025
 O.175thO.025
 O.225Å}O.025
 O.275thO.025
 O.325Å}O.025
 O.375Å}OD25
 e.425Å}O.025
 O.475Å}O.025
 O.525Å}O.025
 e.575thO.025
 O.625Å}O.025
 e.675ti,O.025
 O.725Å}e.025
 O.775Å}e.025
 O.825Å}e.025
 O.875Å}e.025
 O.925thO.e25

o.o22Å}e.oo7
O.024Å}O.O04
O.023Å}O.O05
O.020Å}O.O05
o.oi7,i,o.oes

O.O13Å}O.O04
O.025Å}O.O05
O.023Å}O.O04
e.o36tho.eos
o.e31Å}o,oos
o.e2o,t,o.oo4

o.e16Å}e.oos
o.olsÅ}e.oo3
o.e14Å}o.oo3
O.O18Å}O.O03
O.O18Å}O.O04
o.o33Å}e.oo4
o.o26tho.eos
e.o34the.eo7
e.o61Å}o.oo7
O.039Å}O.O05
O.063Å}O.O07
o.os2Å}e.oo6
O.055thO.O04
o.es4Å}o.oo3
o.os7Å}e.oo3
o.o43Å}e.oo3
o.o42the.eo3
o.o43Å}o.eo3
O.032StO.O03
o.oogÅ}o.ee3
o.o2sÅ}e.oog
O.024Å}O.O09
o.o3sÅ}e.oll
o.133Å}e.oog
o.244Å}o.eog

Errors include oniy the statisticai ones.

-O.875Å}e,025
-O.825Å}e.025
-O.775Å}O.025
-O.725Å}e.025
-O.675fee.025
-O.625Å}O.025
-O.575Å}e.025
-O.525Å}e.025
-O.475Å}e.025
-O.425Å}O.025
-0375Å}O.025
-e.325thO.025
-e.275Å}O.025
-e.225Å}O.e25
-O.l75thO.e25
-O.125.=-O.025
-e.o7sÅ}o.o2s
-e.o2stho.o2s
 o.o2sÅ}o.e2s
 O.075Å}O.025
 e.l25Å}O.025
 O.175Å}OD25
 e.225Å}O.025
 O.275thO.025
 O.325+O.025
 O.375Å}OD25
 O.425Å}O.e25
 O.425Å}O.02S
 O.525 ,l,OD25

 O.575Å}e,025
 O.625Å}e.025
 O.675Å}O.025
 O.725Å}O.025
 0775Å}O.025
 O.825Å}e.025
 O.875Å}O.025
 O.925Å}e,e25

O.02SÅ}O.O06
o.elstho.oo4
O.O18Å}O.O04
O.oo9Å}O.O04
O.Ol9Å}O.O03
o.e2otho.eo3
o.e22Å}o.eo3
O.023Å}O.oo4
O.029,itO.O04

e.o22Å}e.oo3
e.o23Å}o.oo4
O.OIOÅ}O.oo3
o.olothe.oe3
o.oogÅ}e.oo2
o.oo6Å}e.oo2
O.Ol1 Å}O.O02

O.O14Å}O.oo2
o.olgÅ}o.eo3
O.025Å}OS05
o.o47Å}o.oe6
o.o3gÅ}o.eo6
o.o44Å}e.oos
O.041 thO.O05

o.os2Å}o.oe4
O.048thO.O03
O.056Å}O.O03
O.053+O.O03
o.o4srk,o.eo3

O.042Å}O.O03
O.035titO.O03

o.e2sÅ}o.oo3
O.O12thO.O03
O.O17Å}O.O05
o,e16tho.eo6
O.039Å}O.O08
O.127Å}O.O07
O.231 Å}O.O07

Errors inc}ude only the statisticai ones.

to the differential cross section.

   The remaining systematic errors were due to
    (i) backgroundsubtraction(Å}10/."v20/.),
   (ii) effective length of the liquid hydrogen target (Å}O.30/,),

   (iii) rate of accidental coincidence (Å}O.e50/, rvO.30/,).

   General features of the differential cross sections are characterized by the forward

steep peak, the first dip around cose*==O.7 to O.8, the second broad peak around
cose* meO.1, the second dip around cose" =-O.2, the third peak around cose"=:
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Table V-1-e). E#pe;imental results of the
        differeRtial cross sections.

  Differential Cross Sections for the
 x-p--->r,en Charge Exchange Scattering

Table V-1-f). Experimental results ofthe
        differential cross sections.

  Differentiat Cross Sections Åíor the
 r,-p->rrCn Charge ExÅëhange Scattering

Incident Pion Momentum 2767 MeVlc Incident Pion Momentum 2965 MeV/c
(cos 0) (mb!sr) (cos ff) (mb/sr)

-O.875Å}O.e25
-o.s2sÅ}e.o2s
-o.77s:rtLo.o2s

-e.725thO.025
-e.675Å}O.025
-O,625thO.025
-O.575Å}O.025
-O.525 irO.025

-O.475thO.025
-O.425Å}O.025
-O.375Å}O.025
-O.3?.5Å}eD25
-O.275Å}O.025
-0225Å}e.025
-e.!75Å}O.025
-O.125thO.025
-O.075Å}O.025
-O.025Å}O.025
 O.025Å}O.025
 O.075thO.025
 O.125Å}e.e25
 O.175thO.025
 e225Å}e.025
 e.27sÅ}e.o2s
 O.325Å}O.025
 O.375Å}O.025
 O.425Å}O.025
 O.475Å}O.e25
 O.525Å}O.025
 O.575Å}O.025
 6.625Å}O.e25
 O.675Å}e.e25
 O.725Å}O.025
 e.775Å}O.025
 O.825Å}O.025
 O.875Å}O.025
 O.925Å}O.025

O.O17Å}O.O06
e.olsÅ}o.oo4
e.o16+o.oo3
O.O13Å}O.O03
O.Oi6Å}O.O03
O.O17Å}O.O03
O.Ol4:i:O.O03

o.o14Å}e.oo3
o.e21Å}o.oo4
o.e2oÅ}o.oo4
e.oosÅ}o.oo3
o.eo7Å}o.oo2
O.O04,l,O.OOI
O.O07 ,,L,O.O02

O.O03Å}O.OOI
e.oo4Å}o.oo2
O.O06Å}O.oo2
o.oogÅ}o.eo2
O.O17thO.O04
O.O12Å}O.O04
O.026,LO.O05
o.o2iÅ}e.oo6
o.o3oÅ}e,eo4
O.040Å}O.O03
o.o3sÅ}o.eo3
o.o47Å}o.oe3
o.os3Å}o.eo3
O.044Å}O.O03
O.039thO.O03
o.o36Å}o.eo3
e.o13tho.co2
O.O08Å}O.O04
O.Oi5,i,O.oo9

o.elgÅ}o.eo6
O.e21 -FO.oo6

o.124+o.eo6
e.2ostho.oo6

Errers include only the statistical ones.

-O.925,i,O.e25
-O.875Å}O.025
-O.825Å}O.025
-O.775the.025
-O.725Å}e.025

-- O.675Å}O.025
-O.625Å}O.025
-O.575g-O.025
-O.525Å}O.025
-e.475Å}O.025
-O.425,i,O.025
-O.375Å}O.025
-O.325 lrO.025

-0275+O.025
-O.225Å}O.025
-e.i75Å}O.025
-O.125Å}O.025
-O.075Å}O.025
-o.o2stho.e2s
 O.025Å}O.025
 O.O 75 ,i, O.025

 O.125Å}O.025
 O.l75,LO.025
 o.22sÅ}e.o2s
 e.275Å}O.025
 O.325thO.025
 O.375Å}O.e25
 O.425Å}e.025
 O.475Å}O.025
 e.525thOD25
 e.575Å}O.025
 O.625Å}0.025
 O.675Å}e.025
 O.725Å}O.025
 O.775Å}O.025
 O.825Å}O.e25
 O.875Å}O.025
 e.925Å}e.025

o.o2eÅ}e.oll

OD14,LO.oo5
O.O13Å}O.O03
o.oloÅ}o.eo4
O.O06Å}Ooo2
o.eogÅ}e.eo3
o.oostho.oe2
O.Ol l ,t O.O02

O,O15Å}O.oo3
O.Ol l -O.O02

O.O09thO.O03
o.eo4Å}e.oo2
o.eo7tho.oo1
o.oe3Å}o.oo1
O.O04Å}O.OOI
O.O02Å}O.OOI
o.eo4Å}e.ool
O.oo6Å}O.O02
o.oo6Å}o.eo2
e.oogthe.oo3
o.ellÅ}o.ee4
O.O14Å}O.O04
O.OllÅ}O.O03
o.o22tho.eo3
O.O19Å}O.O02
o.o2gÅ}e.oo2
O.037Å}O.O03
O.028thO.O02
O.036Å}O.O02
O.032Å}O.oo2
o.e2gÅ}e.oe3
e.ol3Å}o.oo3
o.oo7tho.eos
o.o27rke.oog
o.e14Å}e.oo7
e.o24ti,o.oe4

O.079Å}O.O04
e.16gÅ}o.eos

Errors include only the statistical ones.

-O.5, the third diminutive dip and the backward peak smaller than the forward
peak, as is seefi in Fig. V-1.-a)-f).

   The slope ofthe forward peak becomes steep at higher mornentum. The position
of the first dip moves forward and the depth of the first dip increases as the beam

momentum increases. However, the dip at 1969MeV/c is deeper than that at
2172 MeVfc.
   The second peak is broad at lower momentum, and becomes narrower and smaller
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1.e

and moves forward as the beam momentufn ificreases. The second dip becomes deep
very rapidly as the beam momentum increases aRd is deeper than the first dip above
2370 MeV/c. The second dip clearly characterizes the aspects of the differential cross

section of charge exchange scattering at higher momentum. The second dip sits
around cos e* = -e.2 for all momental.
    The third peak around cos e* = -O.5 is smaller and weaker than the second peak.
Increasing the incident pion momentum, the position of the third peak moves back-
ward sljghtly and the height of the peak becomes lower. The depth of the third dip
is approximately the same as that of the first dip. Although the statistics are poor in

the backward region because of the rather small acceptance of the detector, the third
peak seems to be weak at 2767 MeV!c, but it becomes clear again at 2965 MeV/c.
    The backward peak is out of the acceptance of the detector which js ljrnited at
around cos e* = -e.9.
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V-1. Comparison with ether data

   The most recent systematic measurements with high statistic on the x-p-"rcOn
charge exchange differential cross sections are those by Nelson et al.6) and by Brown
et al.7)

   Nelson et al. measured the cross section at six momeRta between 1030 MeVlc
and 239e MeVlc using optical spark chambers. Their results at 1990 MeVfc, 2190
MeV!c and 239e MeV/c overlap to the present experiment. Brown et al. measured
the cross sectioR at 22 niomenta between 618MeVlc and 2724MeVfc using the
scintillation hodoscopes for nO mesons and the liquid scintillation counters for
neutrons. The measurements at 1975MeVlc afid 2724MeVlc also overlap to the
present measurements.
   The present results are in agreement with their results as a whole as is seen in
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Fig. V-2-a)-d). However, at 1969 MeVlc some discrepancies are seen in the angular
region between cosO"=O.3 and O.7. In this region the present experiraent yields
lower differential cross sections than that of Brown et al. The discrepancy with
Nelson et al. is very small. At 2172 MeVlc the present results are in good agreement

with Nelson et al. At 2370MeVlc the present experiment yields higher forward
differential cross section than that of Nelson et al. At 2767 MeV/c there is a notice-
able disagreemekt between the present results and those of Brown et al. in the angular

region between cose" =O.4 and O.7. But it should be noted that the incident pion
momentura of Brown et al. differs from that of the present experiment by 43 MeVlc.
   In geiteral the present resL}lts give smaller differential cross sections around
cos e* = O.5 than those of Brown et al.

V-2. Cemparisen with predictuioi}s of the partial wave analyses

   The most recent partial wave analyses were performed at Saclay 742) (up to
2.8 GeVlc), at CMU-LBL 783) (up to 2.e GeVlc), at Karlsruhe-Helsinki 78`) (up to
10 GeVlc) and by Hendry5) (from 1.6 GeVlc to 10 GeVlc). The predictions of the
Saclay 74 and the I<arlsruhe-Helsinki 78 (K-H 78) analyses can be compared with
the present results and plotted in Fig. V-1-a)-f).

   These analyses can reproduce the presefit results in some extent. At i969 MeVlc
and 2172 MeV!c, both analyses of tlie Saclay 74 and the K-H 78 well repreduce the
present rcsults. BetweeR 2370 MeVlc and 2767 MeVlc, there are notable discrepan-
cies among those two predictions in the angular regioR of cose* =O.O to cos e* =O.7.
In this region tke present results seem to have somewhat better agreement with the
Saclay 74 results tlaan the K-H results because the K-H 78 analysis includes the
results by Brown et al. which yielded higher differential cross sections than ours.

    In the backward region at 2767 MeV/c, the K-H 78 analysis reproduce our
results fairly well. The peak arouRd cos e* == -O.8 predicted by the Saclay 74 analysis

does not appear in our results. At 2965 MeV/c the K-H analysis cannot predict the
peak appeared arouiad cos G" = -O.5 of our results.
    Chi-squares for tkese partial wave analyses were calculated and are tabulated
in Table V-2. In the lower momefltum region from 1969 MeVlc to 2370 MeVlc,
these analyses give small z2's. In the higiier momentum region above 2569 MeV!c,
although the both analysis give rather large x2's, the Saclay 74 analysis is some what
better than the K-H 78 analysis.
    As a whole z2's calculated with the Saclay 74 analysis are smaller than those
with the I<-H 78 analysis.

     Table V-2. xi's calculated by the differential cyoss sections of the present experiment

              aRd those of the partial wave analyses.

 1969
MeV/c

2172
MeVlc

2370
MeV/c

2569
MeV/c

2767
MeV/c

2965
MeV/c

Saclay 74
Karlsruhe-Helshinki 78

CMU-LBL 78

4.77
3.76
5.67

9;I: zg2 6.64

17.16

14.29
16.09 9.e9

V-3. LegefidyepolynominalexpansioM

   The differential cross sections can be
nomial functioR,

expanded in terms of the Legeiidre poly-
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           dct 1           dg = q2 .]i;oAnPn(COSe).

    These Legendre coeracients A.'s are also expressed in terms of partial wave
amplitudes22) as follows,

          A. =" Re 2 [Pnbnctlctn*t + ffnlmBlfin*i]

                 i,nl
where

          p.i. me 2n2-l- i j1, .P. (z)Pi(z) P.(z)dz ,

          g.i. = 2n2-}-1 Si, P.(z)P1(z) Pk(z)dz ,

There are recurrence formulae for p and g.

                   21+1 1          Pn,t+1,m=7+1 2m+1[(M+l)Pn,l,m+1+MPn,l,m-1]

                                               l
                                            ww l+IPn,l-1,,n

                   21+l l          ffn,l+1,mtw l 2m+1[Man,l,,n+1+(M+1)ffn,l,m-1]

                                              l+1
                                            - l 6n,l-i,me

with the starting value,

          pn,o,m ww 6n,,n, pn,i,m= 2nn++13 Sn,m-i+2nn- l 6n,tn+i ,

          ffn,o,m=O, gn,i,m :L!lt2L +21n)in3+ 2) 6n,m-i+ n2(nn-- 11) 6n,nt+i,

cti and 6i are the coethcients of the expansion of spin fiip and kon-fiip amplitudes,
respectively,

              oo oo         G6=: Åí ctiPi(z), qH= IEI] 6i sin ePi(z),
              l:O l"1
          ct,=(l+1)Tl.+ITI-, fi,=Tl.-Tl-,

where lÅ} belongs to J=:lÅ}ll2 and 7iÅ} represents partial wave amplitudes. Decom-
position of A, up to l =7 are listed in Table V-3. The symboi in the left hand side
colurnn, for example SiPi, indicates Re (Su2PZ2). The numbers listed in the tables
are weights of these real part combination. The coeMcient A.'s correlate to the
special partial wave amplitudes as is seen in Table V-3. Therefore, the behaviors of
these Legendre coethcients provide useful information on the resonances through the
corresponding partial waves.

   The Legendre coeMcients A,'s were calculated from the present results. The
order of the polynomial expansions needed to represent the differential cross sections
was tested by the reduced chi-square xg as a function of the order of expansion.
Fig. V-3 shows the variation of x?. As is shown in Fig. V-3, at low momenta of
1969 MeV/c and 2172 MeV/c, the ze becomes constant above n=8. At these low
momenta the order of the expansion of n ww 8 should be enough. However, in order to
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Decomposition of the coeficients of the Legendre polynominal expansion
of the differential cross sections to the partial wave amplitudes up to l=:7.

Table V-3.

Aie Ait Ai2 Ats Ai4AgAgA7AcA,A4AsAeA,4G

1.0+Pi Pi
.8z

I8g
8g

I8,g

8gl
gzl

ggl

,+P, D,
s -IPi Ps
, -f-Pl F,

i +Pi Ds
r +Pi ev
? -t-Pl F7

,+P, H,
b -FP, G,
'11+Pl ill
1 +Pl J}il'

lt

s +Pt Ki3
i3+Pi I!a

2.02.0+D3 Da
gzIg9

gigIg,6

lgglgs

g;2

16.4

7.6

   l9.4
   8.6
  5.6
 22.4

12,g

2g 1

, +D3 F,
; +Ds Ds
, -t-D, G,

r ÅÄD3 F?
g +D, H7,
b -i-D, G,

'"+Ds Iii
1 ÅÄD3 ff11

3 +De Ki3
is ÅÄD3 I!a

2.63.43.0+F, F,
I;igIgggg 1

ig2g

lg2Z

g;2

1.l

14.3

4.8

O.9

18.2

i.8

18.2

2.2

10.9

4.7

9.4

2.5

22,e

4.2

3.2

l2.6

6.2

IO.8

3.2

25.8

6.6

9.2

182
6.4

7,6

12.2

3.0

8,5

102

22.0
7.0

9.1

13.7

22.8

6.5

 +F, G,
r -t-Fs F7

, +F, llg
b -i-F, G,

k-Fs Jit
t ÅÄF, Hlt
s +Fs Ki3
t3 -Y Fs I13

4.0--6, G,

g9 1

.z3;Igl?22 lIg,5

fg3122
12.2

3.4

5.4

162
4.9

2.0

27.4
5.7

} -i-6? ffg

g+G7 Ge
11{-G7 Ill

i +G7 H' 11

B -t-G? K13

t3+G7 Jia

6.I5.0ÅÄHg ifg
Ig3;z8lIg,gl,l12,2

I933l?:gs 1IgiZgg 2

i,

llsiilglsii,

11-mHTg Il1

t +Hlg Hll
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  TableY-3 (continued).

Ao Ai A2 A3 A4 As A6 A7 As Ag Aie Aii Atc Ai3 Ai4
    i,il)2

llaigiii,
/IK'gGi5i

o
.

6

o
.

7

o
.

8

 e.3
l9.4

 O.2
22.4

 7,3

 O.6
25.8

 8,6

 O.5
 9.9

 1.1

27.4

 1.4
16.4

 1.2
19.2

7.1

2.1

18.7

 8.4

 l.8

 9.7

3.4

17.7

 3.6
15.2

3.0

18.0

6.4

4.7

16.5

7.9

 3.9
9.3

7.4

14.7

7.6

13.6

6.1

l6.7

5.4

9.3

l4.6
7.1

 7.4
 8.6

i5.2
11.9

15.5

ll.4

l12
14.9

3.8

18.1

12.1

 5.9

13.0

 7.7

42.9

 8.2

43.6

 7.9

2e.9
12.4

49.3

 8.3

 4.1

23.7
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      Fig. V-3. zg as the function of the order of the LegeRdre polynominal expansion.

compare these coeMcients with those of K-}I 7822) the order of the expansioR of n = 1l

was chosen in each momentum even in the lower momenta. The coeMcients of Ao
to As in the lower momenta for the expansion of both order 8 aRd of order 11 almost
coincide with each other.
    Because the data region are limited between cos e" == -e.9 to e.95 the Legendre
polynomial fits of our data alone gave unstable behavior in the forward and back-
ward region. In order to avoid those behavior the backward (18eO) and forward
(OO) data by Kistiakovsky 72'2) and the prediction of K-H 78 partial wave aRalysis,
respectively, were added to our data. The errors of these data were assumed to be
loo/..

   The results of the Legendre polynomial expansion are listed in Table V-4 and
are plotted in Fig, Vtr4-a)-c) together with the pfediction of both K-H 78 and Saclay
74 (part of data) partial wave analyses. The Legendre expansion of the differential
cross sections by Brown et al. was executed by H6hler et al.22) up to higher• order
coeMcients. These •results are also shown in Fig. V--4. In the low momentum
region, the results of Brown et al. and those of oufs are in good agreement as a whole.

In the high momentum region, large discrepancies were found in the coeMcients of
A3, A4 and A7.
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Table V-4. CoeMcients of the Legendre polynomiRal expansions of the differential
cross sections daldS? =(lfq2) X:r.8t A.P.(cos e).

 Monaentum
 (MeV/c)
CoeMcient

1969 MeVlc 2172 MeV/c 2370 MeV/c

lii  o.142Å}e.oes
 O.139Å}e.e13
 e.l17Å}o.o2o
 o.2ogÅ}e.o2o
 O.254Å}O.022
 O.158Å}O.O19
 O.042Å}O.020
-O.O19Å}O.021
 O.042Å}O.020
 o.olgÅ}o.e2s
-e.oe2Å}e.o2e
 o.eo3Å}o.o21

 e.ngtho.oo4
 o.n4Å}o.oeg
 OD90Å}O.O14
 O.l33Å}OD25
 O.193Å}O.e14
 O.146Å}O.O14
 O.048thO.O13
-o.e3sÅ}o.o14
-O.O14thO.O14
-e.oo4Å}o.e17
-O.02i l O.Ol4
-O.037 LO.Oi5

 o.ogstho,eos
 O.126Å}e.O14
 O.089Å}O.020
 O.l30,l,O.021
 O.130,l O.e19
 O.IS5Å}O.O17
 O.077thO.Oi3
-O.054thOO16
-O.059thO.O19
-O.106thO.023
-o.e3sÅ}o.o2o
-O.ll6ti,O.021

Total cross
section (mb) O.939Å}O.036 O.755theD21 O.522Å}O.028

Momentum
  Mevlc)
Coeracient

2569 MeV/c 2767 MeVlc 2965 MeVlc

il  o.lesÅ}e,ee3
 o.llstho.eo7
 o.l32tl,o.eog
 e.loeÅ}o,olo
 O.159Å}O.OIO
 e.142thO.Oll
 e.oggÅ}o.oll
-O.061Å}O.OIO
-o.o74Å}e.ele
-o.o7oÅ}o.e12
-e.osoÅ}e,ol2
-o.o72Å}o.e13

 o.og4Å}o.ee3
 o.121 the.oes
 o.16otho.e12
 O.l2I ti,O,O13

 O.170tit,O.O13

 O.178Å}O.O14
 O.143the.e14
-o.olstho.e13
-O.063Å}O.Ol4
-o.ossthe.o16
-O.067Å}O.Oi4
-O.045dtO.Ol5

 O.081Å}O.O03
 o.11sthe.oo7
 O.177Å}O.OIO
 O.l30thOOll
 O.187Å}e.O14
 O.177Å}OD14
 O.167Å}e.O15
 o.os2the.o14
-O.O06Å}O.O14
-o.o31 the.ols
-e.o44Å}o.o12
-e.o2otho.o12

Total cross
section (mb) o.so6Å}e.ol3 O.413Å}O.O15 O.329thO.Oll

   There are some structures on A3,A4, A7,As,Ag,Aio and Aii in the mass
range of 215eMeV and 2550MeV of the present experiment. Higher order co-
eMcients especially above As have a clearer dip than the lower one. These strttctures
imply the existence of the high spin resonances in that region, for example JEI3li
(2416) etc.

   The value of x2 for each coeMcient is listed iR Table V-5. The x2 increases
rapidly above 2569 MeVfc in the case of both K-H 'ig and Saclay 74, as is already
seen in the comparison with the differential cross sectionK in Chapter V-2..

   There are sorne characteristic features in these individual coeMcients. At the
momenta of 1969 MeV!c to 2370 MeVfc, the coeMcients of A2, Aio and Aii of the
K-H analysis and those of A!, A3, Ag and Aio of the Saclay 74 analysis disagree with
our results. At the moraenta above 2569 MeV!e, the coethcients of At, A2, A3, Als,
A7, Aio and An of the K-H 78 analysis and those of A2, As and Aii of the Saclay
74 analysis disagree with our results. However, the discrepancies at the rnomenta
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Flg. V-4-a)--c).

   Coeraclents of the Legendre polynomial
   expansion ofthe differential cross section.

   The solid curves indicate the predictions

   by K-M 78. Å~'s indicate the prediction

   by Saclay 74. 6 and indicate the
                 ]
   present results and tkose by Brown et
   aL7)Le2), respectively.

of 1969 MeVlc to 2370 MeVlc are not so large comparing with those at the momenta
above 2569 MeVlc. • Therefore, the behaviors of these coeficients at the momenta
above 2569MeVlc must be examined. According te the decomposition of the
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Table V-5. xa's calculated by the coeMcieRts of tlie Legendre polynominal
         of the present experiment and those of the partial wave analyses.

   Karlsruhe-Helshinki 78

expanslons

Momentum
 (MeV/c)
 An

1980 2150 2340 2560 2750 3000

16 7.56
e.94
2.79
O.23
5.59
1.21

O.06
e.lo
l.60
o.e2
6.02
O.11

e.68
e.38

l5.15
O.i6

 1.06
O.08
8.12
9.00
O.14
O.24
6.67

 8.92

8.46
 l.11
8.93
4.5e
2.54
5.80
l.52

 1.23
O.10
3.72
8.86

l8.52

 1.00
25.00
49.78
 4.41
 O.64
 O.12
31.2e
30.25
 O.02
48.70
33.32
 2.67

11.11
36.43
32.02
IO.24
2.90

 2.50
l9,88
20.35
 1.17
 8.78
30.36
24.63

 3.57
66.2e
29.61
49.00
 9.14
13.77
13.86
12.80
 3.16
 7.19
10.99
51.l8

Saclay 74

Mementum
(MeVlc)

 An

1979 2178 2385 2548 2773

2.14
9.36
e.75

ll.32
 l.72
e,so
e.o3

 5.02
2.29

 3.64
 521
 128

O.35
10.71
e.29

13.17
 1.15

3.33
 1.78
o.e3

 1.29
 528
11.28

 3D5

4.37
IO.28

2.38
12.41
e.21

10.68
2.70

 l.22
e.og

13.17
 i,95
11.06

 O.09
e,23

36.67
 2.72
26.01
12.33
 2.07
38.13
54,62
 5.51
 O.30
 5.32

 5.44
 1.07
22.16
27.27
O.76

 5.76
 O.66
 8.13
16.84
 021
 o.2e
21.26

Legendre coeMcient into the partial wave amplitudes Iisted !ii Table V-3, the low
order coethcients Ao, Ai, A2, A3 are rnainly contributed by the products of low
angular momentum waves by low angular momentum waves and the products of large
angular momenturn waves by large angular momentum waves. The coeMcients A4,
As, A6, A7 are mainly contributed by the products o'f low anguiar mementum waves
by large angular momentum waves. Finally, the coeMcients As, Ag, Aio, An are
contributed by only the products. of large angular momentum waves by large angular

momentum waves.
   In this momentum region, the large angular momeiitum waves, such as G7, Gg,
"EIg, Hii, Jn aiid so on, start to play important roles. In order to discuss somewhat
qt}alitatively the contributions of these large angular momentum waves to tlie Legendre

coeMcients A,,'s, the coeMcients for these partial wave amplitudes which come into
each Legendre coeMcient were calculated at the momentum of 2.8 GeV!c for K-H
78 and Saclay 74 analyses and shown in Fig. V-5-a)-b). As is seen in this figure, the

Gg and Hii and possibly Hg aRd Iii waves of the K-H 78 analysis have rather large
contributions to the Legendre coefucients ofAio and Aii. Although the Ii3 and Ki3
waves have large coeMcients for Aio and An, their contributions are small, because
the amplitudes themselves are small. These four G, H and I waves also have con-
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tributions to the Legeltdre coeMcients of different order other than Aio and A". As
is seen in Fig. V-5, the Legendre coeMcients Ao, A4, As aRd As are well coincide iwith
the K-H 78 prediction and the deviatiolt of A], A2, A3 and A6, A7 have a different
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Fig. V-5-a)-b). Decomposition pf Legendre coeMcients of the K-H 78 and the Saclay
            74 phase shifts. :{'he top fig"re shows the differeRce of tke Legendre
            coeMcient with those of tke present results as a function of n. Tke
            rest of figure indicates the coethcieRts for the large angular momeRtum
            waves which come in eaclrt Legendre coeeecient. Solid lines indicate
            coeMcients Åíor the real part of the partial waves. Dashed lines indicate
            those for the irnaginary part.

sign than those of A,o and Att. Therefore, in order to impreve the discrepancies in
these Legendre coeMcien{s, it seerns to be sensibie to modify the combination of at
least two or more waves among the Gg, Hg, flii, Iu waves•
    Predictions of Saclay 74 analysis on the Legendre coethcients are somewhat
different than those of K-I{ 78 analysis, because the Saclay 74 phase shifts includes
the partial waves up to only l =7, while the K-H 78 phase shifts includes the waves up

to l = 9. FurtherrRore, the Saclay 74 akalysis is limited below 2773 MeVlc, so neither
qualitative nor quantitative discussions are useful iR this mbmefitum.

   The presefit esperimental results are expected to give.a tight constraiitt for a
future phase shift analysis to determine the large angttlat morkeRtum waves and the

high spin resonances tegether with the results of the new polarization parameters.i4)

   Total cross sections were obtained by the Legendre coeMcient of Ao. These
results are shown in Fig. V-6 with ether early experimental results, The agreement
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with other experiments are good as a whoie except for the results by Carrol et al.iO)
which give smaller values below 2 GeVlc. The present results give somewhat snaaller
total cross sections tkan those of Brown et al.7) systematically.
discrepancy becomes large in the higher momentum region.
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Fig. V-6. Total cross sections of the rr-p->rr"n charge exchange scattering. The results of other
        early experiments are also shown.6),7},ie),iO

V-`S. Comparisen with a Regge pole model

    As is well known, Regge pole models well predicÅí the forward and backward
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dfferential cross sections in the high energy region above about 5GeV/c. The
forward steep peak and the first dip appeared in the charge exchange cross section can

be understood by the t-channel exchange ofI=1 poles, while the forward peaks in
the elastic scattering of rtÅ}p are understood by the t-channel exchange of I==1 and
I=O poles. V. Barger and R. J. N. Phillips23) calculated nN scatterin.g. amplitudes
above 5GeY!c, at the forward angular range of Og-tg2(GeVlc)2, in terms of P,
P', P", p and p' Regge poles. The present results were compared with this analysis
by extrapolating above Regge amplitudes, as are showR in Fig. V-7-a)-b). A good
agreement is obtained except below 2.37 GeVlc and in the large momentum transfer
region of Itl>1.7.

V-5. Conclusion

   The present results of the differential cross sections are in good agreement with
experimental resuks by Nelson et al. There are notable discrepancies around cos e*
= O.5 between the present results and those of Brown et al. The predictions of the
partial wave analyses of Saclay 74 and K-H 78 well reproduce the present results at
1969 MeVlc and 2172 MeVlc. However, both analyses cannot reproduce the present
results above 2370 MeVfc. The results of the Legendre expansion seem to indicate
that the large angular momentum waves such as Gg, Elg, Hii and Iii waves must be
carefully determined with a new partial wave analysis including the present results to
establish the high spift nN resonances in this energy region. The forward differential
cross sections are well reproduced with the Regge pole arnplitudes in the region of
             '
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